On November 12, 2017, two hundred gathered together in Palo Alto for PGK’s first Bay Area Create the Change Day to learn about area nonprofits and to be a catalyst for positive change. Two hours and many projects later, nonprofits left with valuable items to use in their work, and youth and families left knowing they helped make a difference.

www.projectgivingkids.org

In addition:

- Over 200 children’s books were collected for a library in Africa benefitting children who otherwise do not have access to reading books
- 30 pairs of new shoes were donated for low-income and homeless children in the Bay Area
- A financial contribution was made to North Bay fire relief efforts

#CreateTheChangeBayArea

- Over 200 dog and cat toys for local shelter animals
- 100 “Welcome Home” keychains for people moving into new housing AND 40 letters to area council members regarding affordable housing issues
- Over 100 beautiful envelopes painted for development efforts and communications
- 70 cards for veterans thanking them for their service
- 78 cards for kids receiving new shoes at back-to-school time
- 100 snack packs and decorated bags for families enduring long days at the hospital during medical crises
- Over 200 toiletry kits assembled for low-income and homeless individuals and families
- 100 hand-crafted bookmarks made to accompany books headed for children in Africa
- 200 toiletry kits assembled for low-income and homeless individuals and families
- Over 100 snack packs and decorated bags for families enduring long days at the hospital during medical crises
- Over 200 children’s books were collected for a library in Africa benefitting children who otherwise do not have access to reading books
- 30 pairs of new shoes were donated for low-income and homeless children in the Bay Area
- A financial contribution was made to North Bay fire relief efforts

#CreateTheChangeBayArea